Abstract Who are Europeans? Both prehistoric archaeology and, subsequently, classical population genetics have attempted to trace the ancestry of modern Europeans back to the first appearance of agriculture in the continent; however, the question has remained controversial. Classical population geneticists attributed the major pattern in the European gene pool to the demographic impact of Neolithic farmers dispersing from the Near East, but archaeological research has failed to uncover substantial evidence for the population growth that is supposed to have driven this process. Recently, molecular approaches, using non-recombining genetic marker systems, have introduced a chronological dimension by both allowing the tracing of lineages back through time and dating using the molecular clock. Both mitochondrial DNA and Ychromosome analyses have indicated a contribution of Neolithic Near Eastern lineages to the gene pool of modern Europeans of around a quarter or less. This suggests that dispersals bringing the Neolithic to Europe may have been demographically minor and that contact and assimilation had an important role.
INTRODUCTION: FARMERS OUR ANCESTORS?
Prehistoric archaeology grew up under the shadow of nationalism, providing the means by which the newly established European nation-states could create a unitary past for their peoples (Trigger 1989 , Kohl & Fawcett 1995 . There was traditionally a tendency, therefore, for the narratives of European prehistorians to divide their actors into "us" and "them." At the deepest level, as Zvelebil (1995a) argues, this amounted to a founding myth for European culture and civilization that placed extraordinary emphasis on the Neolithic-a myth that idolizes farmers at the expense of hunting and foraging ways of life.
There are, Zvelebil believes, three particular reasons why this may have happened. The first arose from the prejudice against hunter gatherers that emerged to justify the colonial persecution of hunter-gatherer communities in the New World (Gamble 1992) . The second is the rise of urbanism and the resulting idealization of the rural way of life. The third is the need of many of the new nation-states, especially in central and northeast Europe, to forge a national identity among their predominantly peasant populace. The effects were felt not only in archaeology but growth combined with range expansion is a radial expanding population wave, in which the culture spreads with the expansion of people. Ammerman & CavalliSforza (1984) described the wave of advance as "colonization without colonists."
CLASSICAL MARKERS AND THE NEOLITHIC TRANSITION
The wave of advance model appeared to be compatible with the rate of spread of the Neolithic measured from radiocarbon dates. More important, however, was the introduction of genetic data into the equation. At the time, these necessarily comprised only the "classical," non-DNA markers: allele frequencies for blood groups, the tissue antigen HLA system, and some enzymes. Assuming that the Near East and Europe had been relatively isolated during the Upper Palaeolithic and Mesolithic, and had therefore had the opportunity to differentiate genetically, certain predictions were possible that might allow different hypotheses about the spread of agriculture to be distinguished.
A demic diffusion of farmers from the Near East into Europe, involving complete replacement, was thought to predict complete homogeneity of the gene-frequency composition of European and Near Eastern populations (until subsequent differentiation). On the other hand, an entirely cultural spread would leave the two regions with different genetic compositions (assuming that was how they started out). However, a mixed model of demic diffusion involving intermarriage with the Mesolithic population would lead to a gene-frequency cline, or gradient, along the main axis of expansion, with one pole in the Near East and the other in northwest Europe.
It had already been shown by Mourant (1954) that the Rhesus-negative (Rh − ) blood-group gene was virtually restricted to Europe, North Africa, and the Near East, with its highest frequency amongst the non-Indo-European-speaking Basques of southwest Europe. Mourant became one of the first biologists to use genefrequency data to write prehistory when he suggested that this might be because the Basques were a relict of an ancient proto-European population who had mixed with newcomers later on. To Ammerman and Cavalli-Sforza, this idea suggested that the newcomers might have been expanding Near Eastern farmers, spreading agriculture into the continent. They were delighted to discover that the Rh − gene was also found at high frequencies in northern and northwest Europe-precisely at the supposed peripheries of the Neolithic expansion.
However, other genes often showed different patterns. Furthermore, the Near East and Europe were not in fact highly differentiated from each other, weakening the picture still further. It was therefore necessary to take a multivariate approach, drawing on the results of many genetic systems, and to find an analytical method that could dissect different patterns. Cavalli-Sforza, with colleagues Menozzi and Piazza, chose principal-component (PC) analysis (Menozzi et al. 1978) . They used this to summarize the gene frequencies at a particular location and to represent as much as possible of the information in just a few dimensions. Because the published data sets they used were taken from a variety of sources, there were many gaps, which had to be filled in by interpolation. The results could be graphed as a two-dimensional plot (portraying, say, the first and second or first and third components), or they could be presented as contour maps, component by component, showing the changes in frequency with geography.
The map of the first PC, accounting for about 27% of the total variation in classical marker frequencies across Europe and the Near East (initially using 39 genetic loci; later 95), has become something of an icon in the archaeogenetics of Europe (Figure 1 ). It showed a gradient from the southeast to the northwest, with the Near East at one pole and Europe at the other. The resemblance to the radiocarbon map for the spread of the Neolithic was immediately obvious. This was, CavalliSforza and his colleagues believed, strong evidence for the mixed demic diffusion hypothesis. The second and third components (accounting for about 22% and 11% of the variation, respectively) showed clines that were oriented roughly southwestnortheast ( Figure 2 ) and east-west. Because their impact on the genetic variation was lower, the processes that generated these were assumed to have taken place more recently than the Neolithic.
The relative proportions of incoming farmers and indigenous hunter-gatherers were difficult to assess, although the process of diffusion and interaction could be simulated using the wave of advance model (Ammerman & Cavalli-Sforza 1984) . The simulations showed that the extent of acculturation-modeled as the marrying of hunter-gatherers into the farming community-was critical. With high levels of intermarriage, the survival of Near Eastern genes in the European population could in fact be very low, even with the wave of advance in operation, and a rapid fall-off of Near Eastern genes toward the northwest would be expected. Thus, whereas genetic data could perhaps be used to assess the extent of demic diffusion, testing the wave of advance model was going to be more difficult.
The conclusions of Ammerman and Cavalli-Sforza and their colleagues were supported by work using a different analytical approach: spatial autocorrelation analysis (Sokal et al. 1989 (Sokal et al. , 1991 . Again, about a third of the genetic markers analyzed appeared to be arranged in a southeast-northwest cline. Despite Ammerman and Cavalli-Sforza's early caveats about the acculturation coefficient, and despite the fact that only about a quarter to a third of the variation could be explained by these gradients, the assumed model of surplus-driven population growth and expansion led both groups to tend to play up the role of the Neolithic newcomers at the expense of the indigenous Mesolithic peoples. After all, it was the newcomers who had won in the end. No matter how careful and qualified the argument put forward in 1984 was, by the time of the publication of Cavalli-Sforza's magnum opus, The History and Geography of Human Genes (Cavalli-Sforza et al. 1994) , the view that the genetic data supported an overwhelmingly Neolithic ancestry for modern Europeans had firmly taken root. It was further reflected in the view that much of the remaining variation was the result of subsequent migrations into 
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Europe and that the principal components could provide relative dating, like an archaeological stratigraphy (Cavalli-Sforza 1996) .
Further consequences ensued. Although he was suitably cautious about the genetic evidence for demic diffusion, Renfrew (1987) enthusiastically embraced the wave of advance model. To Renfrew, it was a good processual model that could be rigorously formulated, anti-migrationist (in the traditional sense) and yet allowing for the expansion of a group of people over, potentially, an enormously wide area. It seemed perfectly suited to Renfrew's radical hypothesis that the spread of Indo-European languages through Europe had been mediated by agriculturalist expansion. He suggested that the Basques were indeed a Palaeolithic relict and that the Indo-European languages had been dispersed through Europe by Neolithic populations originating in Anatolia. The choice of Anatolia was necessitated by the fact that this region was home to a number of extinct Bronze-Age Indo-European languages, which were extremely archaic and believed by some linguists to form a sister branch to the surviving members of the family. Many linguists believed them to be intrusive to Anatolia; Renfrew's suggestion was not popular among IndoEuropeanists, who mostly preferred something akin to the hypothesis of Marija Gimbutas that the Proto-Indo-Europeans had spread west with the Bronze-Age "Kurgan culture" of the eastern European steppe (Mallory 1989 , Hines 1991 . It was, however, received with considerable interest among archaeologists (Zvelebil & Zvelebil 1988 , Sherratt & Sherratt 1988 .
CRITIQUES OF THE WAVE OF ADVANCE
Despite some rather vigorous methodological disagreements between the two main proponents of large-scale Neolithic demic diffusion, the Cavalli-Sforza and Sokal groups, the southeast-northwest gradient itself was robust to a number of tests. It appeared there was a genuine pattern that needed explaining, rather than some artefact of the analysis. Nevertheless, interpreting the gradients was not as unproblematic as first thought. This was originally argued not by geneticists, however, but by an archaeologist sympathetic to Renfrew's perspective, Marek Zvelebil. Firstly, Zvelebil (1989 , 1998a pointed out that there was no strong reason for identifying the first PC solely with a Neolithic expansion. Europe is a small peninsula of the Eurasian landmass and, as such, is likely to have been the sink for many such dispersals throughout prehistory. Movements into Europe may well have taken place many times via Anatolia because this represents one of the main possible points of entry into the continent. The term palimpsest came into play (Renfrew 1998 , Zvelebil 1998a ): The gradients identified by PC analysis might be the result of many dispersals, each one overwriting the last. The Neolithic may have been one of these, or it may not; if it was, it may or may not have been the most significant. Whereas Zvelebil's argument for "incremental palimpsest" (Zvelebil 2000) focused on post-Neolithic migrations, Richards et al. (1997) compiled a radiocarbon map for the first spread of the Early Upper Palaeolithic into Europe (analogous to the early maps for the Neolithic produced by J.G.D. Clark). They pointed out that the spread of the first modern humans into Europe, from about 45,000 years ago, followed very similar routes to the later spread of the Neolithica rapid dispersal around the Mediterranean and a more gradual expansion along the southeast-northwest axis, following the river systems of central Europe. Whereas any patterns set up by the arrival of early modern humans may well have been erased by subsequent demographic events, this reinforced the point that the same routes into Europe may have been used time and time again.
Thus, the idea of "one PC-one migration," suggested quite specifically by Cavalli-Sforza, seemed implausible, as did his analogy between principal components and an archaeological stratigraphy. He and his colleagues arranged principal components in temporal succession, according to their magnitude. The first PC, the supposed Neolithic southeast-northwest gradient, came first, accounting for about 27% of the total variation. The third, running east-west, was attributed to Gimbutas's Proto-Indo-European Kurgan warriors and other invaders from the steppes, and the fourth was ascribed to Greek colonization of the eastern Mediterranean. The second, showing a southwest-northeast gradient and accounting for about 22% of the variation, was thought to be problematic because no plausible demographic explanation in the appropriate time frame (between the early Neolithic and the Bronze Age) could be divined for it. It now seems surprising that the suggestion that the second component might have been in part the result of the Lateglacial re-expansions across Europe from the southwest was not mooted until 1998 (Torroni et al. 1998 ). Cavalli-Sforza and his colleagues were not ignorant of Palaeolithic processes in Europe, but the fallacious idea that the magnitude of the PCs reflected their age was a blinker to the full range of explanatory possibilities.
Further critiques of the wave of advance have been mounted on archaeological grounds. In the first place, the radiocarbon map of Neolithic spread used by Ammerman & Cavalli-Sforza (1984) was flawed in a number of ways, and the Neolithic package they had used to map the expansion was gradually picked apart. Whereas Ammerman and Cavalli-Sforza took the package as comprising domesticated cereals and animals, ceramics, and so on, various authors showed that these items rarely moved together, except in southeast and central Europe, and that they might often be exchanged into Mesolithic communities (Thomas 1996 , Price 2000a ). This work suggested that Ammerman and Cavalli-Sforza's strategy of using the presence of pottery, for example, to identify a settlement as "Neolithic" (adopted to maximize the number of sites included) may have led them to overestimate the Neolithic impact and the uniformity of its spread (Zvelebil 1986) . Although Ammerman & Cavalli-Sforza (1984) did emphasize that their rate was merely an average, the whole thrust of the wave of advance model was to impose uniformity on the process. Archaeologists now widely agree that the process was very heterogeneous and that there is no evidence in the archaeological record for large-scale continent-wide immigration (e.g., Pluciennik 1998 , Zvelebil 2000 . Indeed, detailed studies of northern Europe suggest, in fact, that the Neolithic developed in many areas over a very long period of time and did not arrive in the Baltic region, for example, until well into the Bronze Age or even the Iron Age (Zvelebil 1993 (Zvelebil , 1998b ).
Ammerman and Cavalli-Sforza's coupling of Neolithic populations with high population density and Mesolithic ones with low density has been another casualty of further research. Despite the enormous growth potential of agricultural populations-the rationale for the wave of advance-the archaeological and palynological records suggest that this was never remotely approached during the Neolithic itself. Early Neolithic communities in Europe are likely to have been quite small-scale and mobile (Willis & Bennett 1994; van Andel & Runnels 1995; Roberts 1998, pp. 154-58) . By contrast, lacustrine, riverine, and coastal Mesolithic communities are likely to have been home to affluent, complex foraging communities, with much greater population densities and a much higher degree of sedentism than used to be assumed. Ethnographic comparisons with Australian aborigines, or the southern African Khoisan-speaking hunter-gatherers, for example, seem to have been inappropriate for these parts of Mesolithic Europe; comparisons with Northwest Coast Native Americans, for example, now seem more suitable (Zvelebil 1986) . In this light, the Mesolithic should not be regarded as a mere prelude to the Neolithic revolution but as a western alternative to it. The situation in the forested interior of central Europe, where the Neolithic is known to have spread extremely rapidly, is much less clear: Mesolithic remains are still scanty in these areas. However, it is curious that in this particular case-in which colonization is almost universally accepted to be the best explanation of the archaeological record (the Bandkeramik or LBK horizon)-the spread was in fact far more rapid than the average rate estimated by Ammerman & Cavalli-Sforza (1984) (Gronenborn 1999 , Bogucki 2000 , Price 2000b ). The same is true for the appearance of Cardial ware in the western Mediterranean, which is also thought likely to represent a case of colonization, in this case by sea (Barnett 2000; Zilhão 2000 Zilhão , 2001 ).
MOLECULAR-GENETIC APPROACHES
Since Cavalli-Sforza and his colleagues formulated their views, it has not only been archaeologists who have moved on. There has also, of course, been a revolution in the study of the human genome. In the 1980s, it became possible to analyze not merely the products of certain genes, as had been done in the "classical" analyses, but also the DNA sequences of the genes themselves. In particular, attention has focused on the two non-recombining genetic loci in humans: the mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), which is present in both sexes but inherited only down the maternal line, and the Y chromosome, which is present only in males and inherited from father to son.
The new molecular data offer two major advantages over the "classical" approach. The first advantage is the estimation of phylogenies or genealogical trees. Both mtDNA and the Y chromosome, because they are non-recombining-so that variation is not reshuffled between lineages-can be seen as genetic systems in which mutations fall onto an independently formed genealogy: the maternal and paternal lines of descent, respectively. Whereas the genealogies of "family history" involve a substantial dose of fiction to draw attention to particular connections (because the number of ancestors of an individual burgeons alarmingly as one traces them back in time), maternal and paternal ancestry is, by contrast, clearly defined. Any sample of individual subjects will have a defined set of genealogical relations on both the maternal and paternal side so that, in principle, a tree of ancestry could be reconstructed for each. The mtDNA and the Y chromosome both allow us to estimate those trees because both systems have recorded a trace of the pattern of descent, as mutations have inscribed variants into their DNA sequences during the course of history. Because this marks a turn from the collectivist approach of classical population genetics (which necessarily defined "populations" to which allele frequencies were ascribed), it heralds a dramatic increase in resolution for processes involving individuals, such as prehistoric dispersals . The west Eurasian part of the mtDNA tree is shown in schematic form in Figure 3 .
The second major advantage of molecular genetics is dating. Under the neutral theory of molecular evolution, mutations fall onto the genealogy at random and therefore accumulate roughly linearly with time. Just as radiocarbon dating revolutionized archaeology, so the molecular clock has transformed population genetics by providing a timescale. Whether we have reached a stage equivalent to the calibration revolution of radiocarbon in genetics is a subject of some debate. The general consensus is that we haven't; but even so, the introduction of genetic dating does seem to be leading to the collapse of some traditional frameworks for European prehistory in a manner analogous to the famous radiocarbon tree-ring revolution (Renfrew 1973) . While always advocating due caution in the interpretation of genetic dates, it is possible to argue that some systems (such as mtDNA) are reasonably well calibrated ). The debate does not end here, however. There is also considerable discussion as to how molecular dates can be applied to what is still often seen as the demographic history of populations.
Although many workers have continued to apply (and develop) classical population-genetics methods of analysis to the new molecular data, the new data are different in kind and cry out for new approaches. Of course, one can continue to simply compile frequencies of different forms (or alleles) of a particular gene that are now defined by molecular data. However, the information that this can provide on demographic history is inevitably very impoverished-which is the reason Cavalli-Sforza and his colleagues had to resort to multivariate statistics when analyzing classical markers. By contrast, the non-recombining systems provide us with extremely detailed and fine-grained information about the relations between the alleles, which can be used to reconstruct the genealogical history of the locus. This has led to the development of what has been termed the phylogeographic approach , Bandelt et al. 2002 .
Phylogeography is a heuristic tool for the interpretation of genetic data that attempts to make maximum use of reconstructed trees of descent. It employs the geographic distribution and diversity of genealogical lineages to make inferences about demographic history, in particular, range expansions, migrations, and dispersals. In other words, as Avise (2000, p. 3) has put it, phylogeography is the mapping of gene genealogies in time and space. To some extent, it can trace its ancestry not only from evolutionary genetics but also from the work of Cavalli-Sforza and his colleagues. They also mapped contemporary human genetic variation in space and attempted to interpret it in terms of prehistoric demography-indeed their approach has often been referred to as "gene geography." A subdiscipline of biogeography, phylogeography is inherently interdisciplinary, with input from, for example, molecular genetics, population genetics, phylogenetics, demography, climatology, ecology, and historical geography-plus archaeology, anthropology, and linguistics, in the case of humans, and ethology and palaeontology in the case of other species. This interdisciplinarity is obligate: Phylogeographic inferences are (at least at present) generally rather weak and acquire their force when combined in a context built from a number of disciplines. This need not entail circularity (although it is a risk to be wary of ). Phylogeographic hypotheses should, in principle, be capable of testing within a preexisting model-based framework (Richards et al. 2002b ). This always entails making assumptions, but the assumptions themselves can be susceptible to empirical investigation and may not always be quite as unrealistic as those of more traditional population-genetics approaches .
EUROPEAN MITOCHONDRIAL DNA VARIATION
Mitochondrial DNA variation in Europe was studied for the first time by a number of groups in the early 1990s, mostly focusing on sequences from the fast-evolving first hyper-variable segment of the mtDNA control region (HVS-I). Initially, it seemed that the European mtDNA landscape might be so flat as to be almost entirely uninformative with respect to European prehistory (Pult et al. 1994) . For example, an attempt by Simoni et al. (2000) , using spatial autocorrelation, indicated no southeast-northwest gradient but only a weak gradient along the northern Mediterranean (but see Torroni et al. 2000 for a discussion of flaws hampering this analysis). This finding led to the suggestion that mtDNA may not be a useful demographic marker system, perhaps because of selection or high rates of female gene flow in recent times.
The problem was overcome by supplementing HVS-I data with additional informative variants from the coding region (Torroni et al. 1994 Macaulay et al. 1999) . In this way, mtDNA variation can be dissected into genealogical clades (or haplogroups), which are now strongly supported by analyses of the complete mtDNA genome (Finnilä et al. 2001 (Figure 3) . As shown by Richards et al. (2002a) , mtDNA dissected simply into major haplogroups on this basis shows a genetic cline with the Near East at one pole and the Basque country at the other, accounting for 51% of the total variation (Figure 4) . The second PC (after subtracting recently migrated African haplogroups) represents the European mtDNAs as a subset of Near Eastern variation. The first PC of mtDNA looks rather similar to the first PC displayed by classical markers: Central and Mediterranean populations group closer to those of the Near East, with the remaining European regions between these and the outlier Scandinavians and Basques. How is the pattern to be explained? To address this, much more detailed study of the geographical distribution and time depth of the lineages concerned is necessary. The analysis should not, as in the classical analyses, culminate in a PC plot, from which one reads off the prehistoric processes. With the molecular data, the PC plot is simply an impetus to further study (cf. Clark 1998) .
Several novel methodological approaches came together in the analysis of European mtDNA. First, employing a new phylogenetic-network approach to tree reconstruction helped to overcome some of the problems associated with traditional phylogenetic methods, which had plagued earlier work based on human mtDNA (Bandelt et al. 1995) . Furthermore, new approaches were being developed to study the colonization of a new area using molecular-genetic data. Finally, the approach pioneered by Cavalli-Sforza himself, of taking the archaeological context seriously, was an essential component.
Founder analysis, an approach for dating the colonization of a region using the molecular clock, had been developed by a number of workers, including Stoneking & Wilson (1989) , Torroni et al. (1993), and Forster et al. (1996) . The approach works by comparing variation in the region that has been settled (the sink population) with the variation in likely source populations, in order to identify founder types and use them to date individual migration events. This involves simply subtracting from the mutational variation in the sink population the fraction of the variation that arose in the source population and has been carried into the sink region by the founders during the colonization process. Effectively, when a founder event occurs, owing to an individual migration event from the source to the sink region, the molecular clock is reset: The descendants of that individual will be effectively members of a new lineage tracing to the time of arrival. This is the date that we are interested in because this is the date of the colonization itself. The molecular age of the founder type in the source population will necessarily be older, and perhaps very much older .
The first results from European mtDNA (Richards et al. 1996 (Richards et al. , 1998 suggested that only a small minority of lineages dated to the Neolithic, with the remainder dating back to between 15,000 and about 50,000 years ago. The majority appeared to descend from founders of Middle or Late Upper Palaeolithic origin. These clades were strikingly star-like, indicating dramatic population expansions, which suggested that they were mainly the result of re-expansions in the Lateglacial or Postglacial period. The results were, however, rather tentative because they were reliant on comparisons with a very small and inadequate sample from the Near East.
Further work confirmed these outlines, however. Torroni and his colleagues (1998, 2001) , focusing on a particular mtDNA clade known as haplogroup V, have shown that there were indeed dramatic Lateglacial expansions from southwest Europe that repopulated much of the continent from about 15,000 years ago. This is supported by recent work on archaeological dates (Housley et al. 1997 , Richards et al. 2003 . Moreover, as Torroni et al. (1998) pointed out, Lateglacial reexpansions from the southwest provided a plausible explanation for the mysterious second principal component of classical markers, which was oriented southwestnortheast (Figure 2) .
In the meantime, have used a greatly improved Near Eastern mtDNA database, as well as a more sophisticated founder analysis, to quantify the proportions of lineages surviving from the various major dispersal phases in European prehistory. Although it is difficult to extrapolate to the scale of the immigration at the time, it is possible to estimate the proportion of lineages in the modern population that descend from one or another immigration event. Therefore, at least, the question of "farmers our ancestors" could be addressed.
In this analysis, the long-term complexity of interactions between Europe and the Near East, including what appeared to be substantial back-migration from Europe into the Near East, was a major complicating factor (in comparison with analyses of Native Americans, for example). Furthermore, there was the problem of the high rate of mutation in HVS-I, mimicking founder types by recurrent mutation. It was therefore necessary to perform the analysis in a number of different ways that allowed for these complicating factors. In fact, though, the outcomes were reassuringly similar across the different criteria used.
Under the most plausible set of assumptions, three quarters of the modern mtDNA lineages could be traced to just eleven ancestors (the remaining quarter comprising a much larger set of minor founders) ( Figure 5 ). Under various criteria, the putative Neolithic component in modern Europe-that is to say, those lineages that appeared from the Near East about 9000 years ago-occurs at between 12% and 23%; the best estimate would be around 13%. The Early Upper Palaeolithic component was between 2% and 17%, with a most likely value of about 7% or slightly more. Lateglacial expansions were conflated with preceding Middle Upper Palaeolithic immigration; but, between them, they accounted for about two thirds of modern lineages. It appeared that, on the maternal line of descent, only a minority of European ancestors were Near Eastern farmers; in the main, they were indigenous European hunter-gatherers and foragers, who adopted farming later on. The detailed analysis of these lineages allows us to interpret the mtDNA PC plot in an informed way. The main contributing clades to the first PC are haplogroups H, pre-V, and U5, concentrated at the European pole, and (pre-HV)1 and U1, concentrated at the Near Eastern pole. The founder analysis suggests that haplogroup U5 appeared in Europe very early, about 45,000 years ago, whereas haplogroups H and pre-V arrived in Europe during the Middle Upper Palaeolithic and re-expanded after the Last Glacial Maximum. Their geographical distributions support this scenario. Haplogroups U5 and V are predominantly European, whereas haplogroups (pre-HV)1 and U1 are predominantly Near Eastern, with some probably recent gene flow along the Mediterranean. Haplogroup H is the most frequent cluster in both Europe and the Near East, but it occurs at frequencies of only around 25%-30% in the Near East; whereas its frequency is about 45%-50% in most European populations, reaching about 60% in the Basque country. It is most frequent in western Europe and least frequent in the Near East: quite the opposite of what one would expect had it been distributed by demic diffusion during the Neolithic. Indeed, the founder analysis suggests that the main Neolithic founders are likely to have been members of haplogroups J and T1; neither of these is a determining factor in the first PC.
Furthermore, the pattern of the first PC of mtDNA indicates similarity between Europeans and Near Easterners primarily along the Mediterranean, whereas archaeological evidence would suggest that the main expansion is likely to have been into the Balkans and thence into central Europe. The founder analysis of mtDNA suggests that the similarities along the Mediterranean may be due, at least in part, to substantial recent gene flow rather than solely to the Neolithic expansion. The (pre-HV)1 clade, however, may well have spread along the Mediterranean during the Neolithic. This idea suggests that the first PC of mtDNA is indeed a palimpsest, witness to some processes more recent than the Neolithic and some more ancient.
CRITICISMS OF THE MITOCHONDRIAL DNA WORK
The mtDNA work has been criticized from a traditional population-genetics perspective by a number of authors (Cavalli-Sforza & Minch 1997; Barbujani et al. 1998; Chikhi et al. 1998 Chikhi et al. , 2002 Barbujani & Bertorelle 2001) . The common thread in these critiques is that "the age of a population is not the age of the common molecular ancestor of its set of DNA sequences" (Barbujani & Chikhi 2000) , with the implication being that this point has been somehow missed in the analysis. As we have seen, however, this is hardly the case: Founder analysis was explicitly designed to get around this problem . Chikhi et al. (1998) developed a dating approach based on population splits. They used spatial autocorrelation to show that geographical gradients were present not only in classical markers but also in seven autosomal molecular marker systems. Although they did not identify the direction of these clines, they interpreted them as indicating a directional expansion. Of course, simply identifying clines does not tell us anything about when they were generated. More specifically, however, on the evidence of population divergence times estimated from four microsatellite loci, they argued that the clines were the result of Neolithic demic diffusion from the Near East into Europe. This argument was made on the grounds that most of the population splits were estimated to be very recent. In fact, the great majority appeared to be less than 1000 years-not Neolithic at all-and splits involving the supposedly pre-Neolithic Basques did not feature among the very few ancient splits identified, which mostly involved the Saami. However, Saami mtDNA lineages have undergone very severe founder effects, and it is this feature, rather than some innate Palaeolithic qualities that other Europeans lack, that causes them to stand out (Torroni et al. 1998 ). Such an approach should, at least, allow for regions where the Neolithic is most likely to have been indigenous, such as Iberia and Scandinavia, to act as controls; at the least, these regions should indicate high time depths. But this was not the case in these analyses, which ignore the archaeological evidence in an attempt to read the demographic history directly from the genetic-distance matrices.
In fact, similar results would be obtained from the mtDNA data. Genetic distances can only be used to estimate the time to population fissions under very particular circumstances: The ancestral and daughter populations have to be constant and equal in size, at least for relatively recent events, with no subsequent gene flow. These conditions are hardly likely to be remotely approached for human groups, which have usually undergone founder effects and expansions through time, not to mention multiple fissions and fusions and frequent exchange of genes. As Bandelt et al. (2002) have shown, a similar approach would identify both the Basque and Korean gene pools as having been formed as a result of Neolithic demic diffusion from the Near East.
A subsequent analysis (Barbujani & Bertorelle 2001) , this time using haplotype matching to estimate population divergences, similarly placed most of them in the Bronze Age (hence interpreted as supporting Neolithic demic diffusion). It is curious that this analysis relied on a model of exponential expansion over the last 40,000 years (again ignoring archaeological evidence to the contrary), rather than constant size as in the previous analysis, in order to draw the same conclusion (Bandelt et al. 2002) .
Perhaps the most important question for the founder analysis concerns the statistical validity of the results, since the analysis relies on the sample size in the source population being adequate to identify all of the most important founder types. Although the founder analysis described here was not sufficiently automated to allow for a resampling test (such as the bootstrap), did perform a reanalysis in which half of the source data were omitted. This gave very similar results (particularly for the Neolithic contribution) to the analyses using the full source data. This reanalysis uses only the core Fertile Crescent data, omitting Anatolia, Egypt, and the southern Caucasus. It may also help, therefore, to address the Eurocentric bias of the main analyses, drawing as they do sharp dividing lines between "Europe" and the "Near East" at the Bosporus and Caucasus mountains (M.Özdogan, personal communication).
REGIONAL VARIATION IN EUROPE
The founder analysis as described above dates the arrival of mtDNAs in Europe as a whole [or, in the case of the Lateglacial expansions, the timing of a bottleneck within Europe itself (Richards et al. , 2003 ]. As mentioned earlier, over the past 25 years archaeology has become much more interested in the regional variation rather than the overall process. therefore repeated the analysis at the regional level. It has to be stressed that this approach has several limitations. First, the results for any one region are based on fewer data and are therefore naturally associated with greater uncertainty. Second, the data are of variable quality and may poorly represent the deep ancestry of lineages within each region in some cases, such as eastern Europe and Greece. Finally, the results are, at best, estimating the proportion of lineages in the present-day population that can be attributed to each founder event from the Near East (or to bottlenecks within Europe), rather than from the immediate source region. The results are worth discussing, however, as there are both interesting congruences and some conflicts with the archaeological patterns.
The highest Neolithic impact, according to this analysis, was on southeast Europe, central Europe, and northwest and northeast Europe, which showed values of between 15% and 22% Neolithic lineages each. The Neolithic lineages are mainly from haplogroup J and include a specific subset of J lineages, called J1a, that are restricted to this region and seem to be a marker for the LBK (Linienbandkeramische Kultur) and post-LBK dispersals (Richards et al. 1996) . For southeast and central Europe, a relatively high Neolithic component is very much in agreement with the usual interpretation of the archaeological record. There is some consensus that both the Balkans Neolithic and the central European LBK were the result of direct colonization-although there is debate about the extent to which the process may have involved acculturation as well (cf. Gronenborn 1999 , Tringham 2000 , Budja 2001 . Acculturation may also have taken place in between the two processes, where there was a substantial break in the expansion (Bogucki 2000 , Zvelebil 2000 . The mtDNA results suggest that colonization from (ultimately) the Near East did indeed take place and that the descendants of Near Eastern colonists are represented in the central European populations of the present day. Nevertheless, more than three quarters of the surviving lineages are the result of acculturation of indigenous foraging peoples. This finding appears to support the integrationist model described by Zvelebil (2000) , which involves both pioneer "leapfrog" colonization (directed toward suitable land) and acculturation and genetic exchange across the agricultural frontier during the phase in which aspects of farming become available to the surrounding foraging populations. Strontium isotope analysis has recently suggested immigration, into LBK settlements from very early times (Bentley et al. 2002) , of nonlocal people who may have been brought in from the foraging communities (Gronenborn 1999) .
The presence of Near Eastern lineages at similar frequencies in the northwest, however, seems to conflict with both Zvelebil's model and the patterns of the classical markers and the Y chromosome (see below). Zvelebil suggests that a long-term frontier was established on the north European plain and that the transition to farming to the north, northwest, northeast, and southwest took place largely by acculturation. The mtDNA picture, however, suggests a value of about 20% for Near Eastern lineages in the northwest (the northeast is more equivocal because the sample may be insufficiently representative). By contrast, both classical markers and the Y chromosome indicate few or no Neolithic markers in the British Isles. In this case, it is perhaps possible that there were female-only exchanges between the post-LBK peoples of the North European plain and the northwest across the agricultural frontier (Wilson et al. 2001) . Alternatively, there may have been acculturation at the LBK frontier, after which (by chance) predominantly Near Eastern mtDNAs but predominantly acculturated Y chromosomes moved on to the northwest (Renfrew 2001 ). Finally, it is possible that the mtDNA lineages were dispersed into the northwest by later processes.
There are fewer Neolithic-derived lineages along the Mediterranean and the Atlantic west, at around 10%, again mainly from haplogroup J. The sample from the eastern Mediterranean is rather small and poorly provenanced but would be compatible with maritime colonization of Greece by Near Eastern pioneer groups (Perlès 2001). Again, there appear to be some mtDNAs that are regionally specific, such as J1b1 along the Atlantic facade. This brings to mind the archaeological view of some colonization alongside acculturation of quite dense, sedentary Mesolithic communities (Barnett 2000; Zilhão 2000 Zilhão , 2001 ). The Basque region, which was an outlier in the PC analyses of both mtDNA and classical markers, has the lowest Neolithic component, at around 7%. The Basque outlier status may therefore be partly the result of reduced Neolithic penetration, as well as considerable genetic drift due to isolation and small population size. They are little more of a Mesolithic relict than any other European population.
A striking, if perhaps unsurprising, result of the analysis was that there have been very high levels of more recent gene flow in the eastern Mediterranean. In fact, in Greece approximately 20% of lineages have a recent Near Eastern origin. Similarly, in many parts of the Near East, back-migration of lineages from Europe is estimated to be approximately 20%.
Y-CHROMOSOME VARIATION AND THE NEOLITHIC
Around the same time as the early mtDNA work was being published, a number of studies were also attempting to dissect Paleolithic and Neolithic Y-chromosome lineages within Europe. Semino et al. (1996) The work has been developed in more genealogical detail by Semino et al. (2000) (Figure 6 ) using a large series of new markers discovered by Underhill et al. (2000) , with fewer markers but many more samples by Rosser et al. (2000) , and with greater focus by Scozzari et al. (2001) . These studies confirm that the most common diagnostic Near Eastern haplogroups are haplogroup J, referred to above, and haplogroup E3b. Both J and E3b display declining gradients moving from the Near East to Europe, and both may have potentially been spread with the Neolithic. This would imply a Near Eastern Neolithic contribution to Europe, as a whole, of about 20%-25%, similar to the estimates from mtDNA (Semino et al. 2000) .
This work has been recently criticized by Chikhi et al. (2002) , who have reanalyzed the Y-chromosome data set of Semino et al. (2000) using an admixture approach. They suggested that the Neolithic contribution is much higher-in fact, greater than 50% in most parts of Europe, rather than <25% overall. However, to claim this they have had to assume that the various parts of Europe were formed by a unitary Palaeolithic component (represented by modern Basques or Sardinians), admixing with a unitary Near Eastern component (represented by the modern Near East). No allowance was made for back-migration into the Near East, which the mtDNA data shows has been considerable . Even when allowing for the implausibility of these assumptions, their approach does not avoid the pitfall of the original classical analyses: the lack of a time scale. Therefore, it seems very unlikely that their analysis improves on the more straightforward approach taken by Semino and her colleagues.
Strangely, however, both of the putative Neolithic Y-chromosome haplogroups are more common along the Mediterranean than in central Europe. This picture differs somewhat both from the mtDNA picture described above and the usual understanding of the archaeological evidence, in which the most likely parts of Europe to have been colonized by substantial numbers of Neolithic immigrants are often thought to be southeast and central Europe. Moreover, without a founder analysis, it is possible that earlier and later processes may be conflated. For example, the mtDNA results suggest substantial very recent gene flow from Turkey to Greece; this would appear as Neolithic in the calculations of Semino et al. (2000) . This is the palimpsest problem all over again.
The issue has been addressed in part by King & Underhill (2002) , not by means of a founder analysis (which would require more Y-chromosome data than presently exists) but by using an innovative combination of archaeology and genetics. They have compiled a database of painted pottery and anthropomorphic clay figurines from the Near East. These are thought to have originated in the PrePottery Neolithic B (PPNB) phase of the Levantine and Anatolian Neolithic and to have been carried westward with the Neolithic into parts of Europe, including Greece and the Balkans, as far as the Danube basin and the central Mediterranean coastline. King & Underhill tested the geographical distribution of these artefacts for correlation with the distribution of Y-chromosome lineages. Haplogroup E3b (referred to by them as Eu4) and one subclade within haplogroup J (their Eu9) correlated strongly with the distribution of the archaeological markers. Another subclade within haplogroup J correlated with figurines only, which are more widely dispersed than the painted pottery. However, the western Mediterranean displayed the Near Eastern Y-chromosome lineages but no archaeological correlate. King & Underhill therefore suggested that these latter areas might indeed represent more recent gene flow from the eastern Mediterranean, such as Greek or Phoenician colonization. In cases where the correlation held, they proposed that the Near Eastern lineages could indeed be taken as a signal of Neolithic dispersals or of some other kind of demographic interactions with the PPNB Near East. Furthermore, at least some of the Near Eastern Y-chromosome types in the areas of Neolithic artefacts are also likely to have arrived more recently, and perhaps also even earlier, than the Neolithic (cf. also Malaspina et al. 2001) . However, it is also possible that Neolithic colonization of the Mediterranean from the Near East involved maritime pioneers who were predominantly male and that may also help to explain the much higher male contribution of Neolithic lineages in the east and central Mediterranean (Perlès 2001). Overall, it seems fair to say that the mtDNA and the Y chromosome do indeed appear to be moving toward a consensus, consistent with the archaeological evidence, on the scale of Neolithic ancestry in modern Europe (Lell & Wallace 2000) .
MODES OF DISPERSAL
It appears, therefore, that the overall Neolithic contribution to modern Europeans is somewhere between 12% and 23% on the female side, with the most likely value being about 13%. It is probably somewhat less than 22% on the male side, depending on how much overwriting there has been in recent times with Near Eastern lineages in southern Europe. From both perspectives, it is clear that the ancestry of the majority of lineages predates the Neolithic in Europe, stretching back to the Last Glacial Maximum and beyond. What is true of the non-recombining marker systems is likely to be true for the autosomal genes as well, and indeed it seems that this may not be inconsistent with the PC maps of classical markers (Cavalli-Sforza & Minch 1997) .
What about the demographic mechanisms involved with the arrival of the Neolithic? Renfrew (2001) has pointed out that even the rapid decline in Near Eastern lineages witnessed on the Y chromosome as one crosses into Europe is not inconsistent with the wave of advance model-although the mtDNA pattern is difficult to reconcile with it. But the range of possible models to consider is now much greater than in 1984. Zvelebil (2000) has listed seven possible mechanisms. These are:
1. folk migration, the traditional migrationist explanation: the directional movement of a whole population from one region to another, leading to genetic replacement; 2. demic diffusion by means of a wave of advance;
3. elite dominance, in which a social elite penetrates an area and imposes a new culture on the local population;
4. infiltration of a community by small numbers of specialists fulfilling a particular need, such as livestock farmers; 5. leapfrog colonization by small groups targeting optimal areas to form an enclave surrounded by indigenous inhabitants;
6. frontier mobility, or exchange between farmers and foragers at agricultural frontier zones; and 7. regional contact, involving trade and exchange of ideas.
Clearly, item 1 would involve genetic replacement-the classic migrationist position. Item 7 would involve no movement of genes whatsoever-referred to by some as indigenism (Ammerman 1989) . Indigenism includes both cultural diffusion, championed in the 1980s by Dennell (1983) , Barker (1985) , and Whittle (1996) , and a position more akin to separate development, in which the social and ideological, rather than economic, aspects of the Neolithic are regarded as central (e.g., Hodder 1990; Thomas 1996 Thomas , 1998 .
However, items 2-6 would all involve the arrival of new genetic lineages in an area and the eventual acculturation of the indigenous communities: Zvelebil's integrationism. Elite dominance would likely show little evidence of the newcomers and might be unlikely in any case to be relevant in the early Neolithic (Renfrew 1987) . The wave of advance model would predict continent-wide genetic clines, as Ammerman & Cavalli-Sforza (1984) showed. There are clines in some classical markers, but those on the Y chromosome believed to associate specifically with the Neolithic fall off steeply, and clines are not evident in the putative Neolithic mtDNAs. Infiltration and leapfrog colonization would be likely to leave traces in the regions where they had occurred but not in the form of clear clines. Frontier mobility would allow for genetic exchange between colonized, newly Neolithic areas such as central Europe and forager strongholds to the north and west. This pattern indeed fits the mtDNA evidence but not exactly in the way that Zvelebil 157 predicted. The northwest of Europe has virtually equilibrated with central Europe with respect to its maternal Neolithic lineages, whereas Iberia and Scandinavia do indeed have a reduced proportion of Neolithic mtDNAs.
Overall, the genetic evidence seems most consistent with pioneer leapfrog colonization of southeast and central Europe, with subsequent infilling acculturation of much larger numbers of indigenous foragers. If there was a wave of advance during the rapid expansion in the LBK area, it is more likely to have involved largely mtDNA and Y-chromosome lineages from assimilated Balkan foraging populations, rather than from the Near East. There seems to have been further colonization from the LBK zone into the northwest, including mainland Britain, but the pattern in Scandinavia might be explained by frontier exchange. Much of the Atlantic west (including western Britain) may also have received mtDNAs by frontier exchange, but the west seems also to have experienced distinct leapfrog colonization events from the direction of the Mediterranean coastline (presumably by boat). The movements into the northwest seem either to not have involved men or (perhaps more plausibly) to have involved male lineages that had undergone acculturation and were therefore indigenous to central Europe. In all or most regions of Europe, there seems to have been local adoption of agriculture. This implies that if, as Renfrew (1987) suggested, the Indo-European languages were also dispersed at this time, then contact-induced language change must have been an important mechanism (Zvelebil 1995b) .
It is, of course, rather speculative to try and read a detailed demographic picture from the distribution of present-day genetic lineages. It should perhaps be stressed that nothing intrinsically associates any particular mtDNA, or Y chromosome, with the spread of the Neolithic. These reconstructions are made on the basis of the estimated time of arrival of particular lineages and their geographical distribution; and alternative accounts are certainly possible (Bandelt et al. 2002) . For example, it is possible that the initial wave of Neolithic expansion in Europe was entirely the result of cultural diffusion and that it was followed by the lineages we now regard as Neolithic as new social networks were established and men and women moved along them (cf. Budja 2001). Any reconstructions suggested today are likely to become as outmoded as the wave of advance as more detailed accounts become possible by combining regional archaeological and genetic information at an everincreasing level of resolution. At the more general level, though, it is possible to claim there has been a major shift in opinion on the ancestry of Europeans, driven largely by the combined forces of archaeology and genetics. Near Eastern farmers played their part, but the majority of European genetic lineages have their roots in the European Palaeolithic. Richards et al. ( , 2002a . Blue = largely Near Eastern; yellow = largely European; green = found at similar levels in both the Near East and Europe; grey = non-European or undefined. The circles indicate haplogroups, and the branch labels indicate some of the defining mutations of each haplogroup. Numbers in black indicate variants from the CRS at control-region sites, and numbers in blue are coding-region sites. Variants are transitions unless otherwise specified. CRS, Cambridge reference sequence (Anderson et al. 1981 ). (2000) is indicated beneath the tree; that of the Y Chromosome Consortium (2002) is within the frame; and that of Semino et al. (2000) is in parentheses. See Semino et al. (2000) for further details.
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